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A HOUSE THAT GRACE BUILT

MOVING BEYOND CODEPENDENCE TO EMBRACE GOD’S DESIGN FOR LOVE,
INTIMACY AND WHOLENESS
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Where Have We Been?
 We left behind a lifestyle of self sufficiency, and became wiling to live life under God’s terms
and empowerment.
 We began to release the lies, strongholds and deceitful nature of codependence that held us
in bondage
 We reestablished our relationship to God, placing Him authoritatively above anyone else in
our life
 We began to “walk” this out in our practical and personal circumstances
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Where Are We Going
 We need to move beyond self-protection and fear
 We need coping tools that are healthy
 We need to learn to live empowered and learn how to access our God-given resources
 We need to be aware of the spiritual realm, and how it affects every aspect of our lives
 We need to learn God’s heart and purpose for relationships, and how we can change, deal
with and restore current relationship issues
 We need to learn to love authentically
 We need our “theology” to become a “reality”
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What is this workshop about?
 A building project
 We’ll begin foundationally, and build our way into the deeper issues of relationships, from
marriage and family, to friendships, to living a life of service
 Most of us need deeper healing at a level that we may not have been able to yet access
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What we’ll address:
 Deeper understanding of the nature of love
 Ability to see and comprehend the spiritual realm, and how it affects us
 Grieving and releasing our lives, hopes, relationships, dreams – everything – with and to the
Lord
 Learning to understand the inner workings of growth – how we actually do change
 Assessing soul ties – inventory process of relationships
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What we’ll address:
 Dealing with relationship issues: intimacy, problems and restoration
 Building healthy defense system
 Learning to use God’s “gate system”
 Developing character
 Living with an eternal perspective
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Workshop Set-Up
 Teaching/Homework/Discussion Group
 Journal and homework in workbook – journal is weekly, but can use it daily.
 Homework should not be done of constraint, but recognize that you’ll come under attack to
not complete it
 The information in this process will not work unless we learn to eventually apply it
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 Group time – webinar will not be broadcast because of sensitive information.
 Webinar will have chat time. Please let me know any ideas, needs, etc. regarding this
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Next Week
 Read Chapter 1
 Complete Homework in Workbook for Chapter 1
 Begin working on personal journal.
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